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This report provides four ways you can monetize your 
WordPress Blog.  The topics include  

 

• Ad Injection  
 

• Amazon Associate Filter 
 

• Datafeedr Random Ads 
 

• Cleeng Content Monetization 
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Ad Injection 
 

Ad Injection is a complex, robust and extremely in-depth plugin that allows you to place 

advertisements on your WordPress site. You can place ads just at the top, throughout the body 

at random and at the bottom of your page. 

It supports a lot of customization. You can choose to only have ads at random, or only ads at 

the top, or only ads on the bottom or any combination. You can choose only to show ads on 

posts that are older than a certain amount of days. You can choose to only show ads to people 

who come from certain traffic sources, or exclude ads from those traffic sources. 

Here’s how to install, customize and use Ad Injection. 

Step 1: Install 
 
Use the WordPress plugin search system to find “Ad Injection.” Click “Install Now” once you’ve 

found the plugin. 

 

 

 
Step 2: Access the Settings 
 
Click “Settings” once the plugin is activated. 

 

 

 
Step 3: On Off Switch 
 
Along the top, you can turn the ads either on or off. Or you can set it so that only you, the 

administrator, can see it while you’re testing the system. 
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Step 4: Disable Specific Ads 
 
If you don’t want ads to show on specific pages or don’t want specific types of ads, turn them off 

by checking their respective box(s). 

 

 

 
Step 5: Older Than 
 
If you want to only show ads on older posts, select how old the posts need to be in order for ads 

to show up on them. 

 

 

 
Step 6: Length Options 
 
If you only want your ads to show on posts that are longer than a certain length, specify that 

here. Also, specify the maximum number of ads you want to show. Then choose where you 

want your ad to show up. 

These settings only apply to the top ad. 
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Step 7: Random Ad Settings 
 
Choose how many random ads you want on your pages. Choose whether or not the number of 

ads varies based on how long the post is.  

 

 

 

Then choose where the random ads start and stop. You can also choose whether or not a 

random ad can show up in the last paragraph. 
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Step 8: Bottom Ad 
 
Choose when the bottom ad shows up. 

 

 

 
Step 9: Length Count Methods 
 
Choose how you want the length to be counted, for the purposes how determining how many 

ads to show. You can choose to use words, viewable characters or total characters. Viewable 

characters are the characters people actually seen on screen, while total characters includes 

HTML markup. 
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Step 10: Insert Ad Code 
 
Insert the actual code for the various ads you want to place. You can specify alignment and 

margins as well. 

 

 

 
Step 11: Referrer and IP Filtering 
 

If you only want to show ads to people who came from specific sources, you can do so using 

the referrer feature. Just type in the root domains of the site(s) that you want to target. 
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You can also exclude ads from showing up based on referrer or IP address. Again, just type in 

the exact domain, the root domain or just a portion of the domain to filter by referrer. Or you can 

type in an IP address or IP addresses. 

 

 

 
Step 12: Ads by Category, Tags or Author 
 
What if you wanted to choose whether or not ads show up based on category, tags or author? 

You can, using the filters system. 

Just enter the keywords you want to filter for on the left, then choose what you’re filtering for on 

the right. 
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Step 13: Test Zone 
 
To make sure the ads you’re placing will display correctly, you can copy and paste the ad code 

into the test zone to see what it’ll look like. 

 

 

 
Step 14: Ad Rotation & Split Testing 
 
If you want to rotate multiple ads or split test different ads to test the results, you can do so 

under the advanced section. 
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Simply paste in the code into one of the rotator’s code boxes, then select how often you want 

that ad to appear. 

 

 

 

These are the most important features of Ad Injection. There are many ways you can tweak and 

adjust Ad Injection to create the perfect ad campaign for your website. This guide will help you 

get started. The next step is to install your own copy of Ad Injection and adjust it until it’s perfect. 
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Amazon Associate Filter 
 

The Amazon Associate Filter is a great time saving tool for Amazon affiliates. It’s a very simple 

plugin. All it does is replace any links to Amazon with your affiliate link. 

That means that you can link to Amazon products just as you would normally link to it. You don’t 

have to create the links yourself; the plugin will do it for you. 

It’s done on page load, meaning the code in your pages and posts never change. If you want to 

disable the plugin or change your Amazon ID, you can do so with one click. 

Here’s how to setup and use Amazon Associate Filter. 

 

Step 1: Install 
 
Using WordPress’ plugin search, find Amazon Associate Filter and install the plugin. 

 

 

 
Step 2: Access the Settings 
 
Go to the settings page by clicking on “Amazon Associate Config” under “Settings.” 
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Step 3: Enter Your ID 
 
Enter your Amazon Associate ID. 

 

 

 
Step 4: Create a Normal Link 
 
In your post or page, create a normal link to an Amazon product just like you would if you 

weren’t an associate. 
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That’s all there is to it. Whenever someone loads your page, they’ll see a link that goes to your 

Amazon affiliate link instead. 

For example, the link above which has no affiliate codes becomes the link below, with the 

affiliate ID we entered in the previous step: 

 

 

 

Amazon Associate Filter isn’t a complex marketing plugin. Instead, it’s a time saving plugin that 

you can just let run in the background. It’ll help you make money using the Amazon Associate 

Program, without you having to do any extra work to insert affiliate links. 
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 Cleeng Content Monetization 
 

Cleeng is a WordPress plugin that allows you to “lock” your content. In order for users to unlock 

the content, they need to submit a payment. This is a great way to accept payments for music, 

for art or for exclusive content of any sort. 

Setting up Cleeng is done in part in WordPress and in part through Cleeng’s internal system. 

Here’s how to use Cleeng. 

 
Step 1: Install Cleeng 
 
Go into WordPress’ plugins section and install Cleeng. 

 

 

 
Step 2: Access the Settings 
 
Click “Settings” in the plugins menu. 

 

 

 
Step 3: Create an Account 
 
Click “Activate Account” in the right hand side. 
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Provide the requested personal information to create your account. 

 

 

 

Finally, confirm that you want to link your WordPress site to your new account. 
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Step 4: Enter Payment Information 
 
Once you have an account, click on “Your Settings” where the account signup screen used to 

be. You’ll be taken to a screen with an extremely long list of settings. Start by entering your 

payment information under “Your Payment Information.” 

 

 

 

You can choose to get paid via PayPal or via bank transfer. Once you make your choice, you’ll 

be prompted for more details. 
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Step 5: Set Price 
 
Set the default price for products on your site. You can change this later on a per-product basis. 

 

 

 
Step 6: Locking Your Content 
 
Go to the post or page where you have content you want to lock. Highlight the content you want 

to lock. Make sure that the content is selected, then click “Create Cleeng Content” in the right 

hand sidebar. 
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A popup box will appear. Enter a description for the item that you’re locking, as well as a price 

and whether or not you want a referral program. 

 

 

 

Hit “Save Markers.” Then update or publish your post. Instead of seeing the content, you’ll see a 

“locked content” box with an option to pay to unlock. This is an example of what it looks like: 

 

 

 

Using Cleeng, you can easily lock premium parts of your content and make it exclusively for 
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paying customers. You can use it to lock music, video, text or any other kinds of 

media. The whole setup process takes less than 30 minutes. 
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 Datafeedr Random Ads 

 

Datafeedr is a very simple and easy to use ad rotator. It’ll take your ad code from any ad 

network, such as Google AdWords, Amazon Affiliates, ClickBank, eBay Partner Program and so 

on and rotate them randomly. 

You can place the code in either your page template, which would add the ads to your pages 

and/or posts, or you can add it to your widget sidebar, which would add the ads to the sidebar of 

ever page. 

Here’s how to use Datafeedr Random Ads. 

Step 1: Installation 
 
Do a search for “Datafeedr.com” in the author field to locate the plugin. Because so many 

plugins use the keywords “random ads,” it’s hard to find it using its name. Make sure you install 

version 2.0 or higher if you’re using WordPress 2.8 or higher. 

 

 

 
Step 2: Go to Settings 
 
Once you’ve installed Datafeedr Random Ads, you’ll be taken to the plugins page. Click 

“Settings” to continue. 

 

 

 
Step 3: Add a New Group 
 
Ads in Datafeedr are grouped into AdGroups. Just put all the ads you want to rotate in one 

AdGroup and Datafeedr will rotate through them randomly. 

Click “Create a new group” to get started. 
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Step 4: Name, Before & After 
 
Pick a name for the AdGroup. This is for internal purposes only. 

If you want any text or HTML to be inserted before or after the ad, just put that below the name 

box.  

 

 

 
Step 5: Adding Your Ads 
 
Insert your ad code from the ad network into the box.  
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If you want to add another ad, just click “Add Box” at the bottom. A new box will appear. Paste 

your second code into this box. 

 

 

 

Click “Save Ad Group” once you’re done. 
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Step 6: Copy PHP Code 
 
Once you’ve saved your changes, you’ll be taken back to the home screen of Datafeedr. Copy 

the newly generated PHP code next to the ad group to your clipboard. 

 

 

 
Step 7: Adding the Code to Template(s) 
 
If you want your ads to be displayed before or after every post and/or page, go into your 

template editor under “Appearance.” 

 

 

 

Choose the template you want to edit. Note that page templates and post templates are 

different and often the home page has its own template as well. If you want your ads to appear 

in all three of these places, you’ll have to insert it in all three of these places. 
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Once you’re editing the template you want to change, paste the PHP code either before or after 

the content area. Usually the content area is labeled as “content,” but it could be something else 

depending on your theme.  

If you’re unable to locate where to paste your code, just do a “View Source” on your website and 

see where the content starts. Look for the tag just before the beginning of your content. Go into 

templates and paste the code directly after that tag. 

For example, in the Twenty Ten template, the content area is labeled as “content.” Just paste 

your code directly after it. 

 

Step 8: Adding Ads to Widgets 
 
If you want your ads to show up in the sidebar instead, go to “Widgets” under “Appearance.” 
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Create a new widget using the “Text / HTML” option. Paste in the PHP code. 

 

 

 

That’s all there is to it. Using Datafeedr random ads, you can rotate ads from any ad network 

before your posts, after your posts, or on your entire site using widgets. 


